
WF 3200 Series
PEDESTRIAN STACKER

Load Capacity: 1000 – 1200 kg

Max Lift Height: 4400 mm

Power: 24 V / 74 – 180 Ah

Width Overall: 805 mm

Head Length: 692 mm

Fork Length: 1150 mm

A Stacker to
Save Time and Money

WF 3200 Series
1000 – 1200 kg

Choose your preferred 
battery solution.

The decision between 
lead-acid and lithium-ion 
batteries depends very 
much on your specific 
application, working shifts 
and break times, as well 
as your electrical and 
facility infrastructure. With 
the wide range of V-Force 
batteries and chargers, 
you will find the right 
technology solution for 
your operation.

The Crown WF 3200 Series pedestrian stacker enables you to 
save space and organise products for faster access while giving 
your employees a quicker, safer way to lift, stack, manage and 
move heavy or bulky loads.

Whether in confined spaces or busy aisles, their flexibility and 
versatility make them one of the most in-demand tools in the 
warehouse. The compact fork-over design in combination with 
a narrow turning radius and centre-mounted tiller with Crown’s 
unique X10® Handle let your operators move and lift Euro 
pallets and other open-bottom containers precisely with ease. 
Proportional lift and lower functions enhance load handling at 
heights up to 4.4 metres.

However, any work-saving tool should make it easy 
for you to continue to reap the benefits year after 
year. That’s why a Crown stacker uses substantially 
more steel than its competitors, from the chassis to 
the mast.



Crown’s advanced 
tiller functions 
facilitate manoeuvring 
in confined spaces.
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Impressive Visibility

The sloped low-profile power unit and the 
clear mast design with nested rails and 
efficient routing of hydraulic hoses, and the 
orange fork tip indicators all contribute to 
clear fork and load visibility, even when 
working with elevated loads or moving 
products. In fact, this stacker offers 
excellent visibility all around; forward, 
upward and both sides.

The WF 3200 offers 
operational advantages in 
various applications.

Though each model is designed for 
specific applications, the WF 3200 
incorporates certain significantly important 
features. For example, you can expect 
high maneuverability due to Crown’s   
X10® Handle and its Position Speed 
Control and Vertical Tiller Drive functions.

Brake

Travel

Position Speed Control

Vertical Tiller Drive

Brake

When entering the Position Speed 
Control zone, the travel speed in fork 
direction will be automatically reduced 
to 1.5 km/h without the need to come to 
a halt and a further command from the 
operator. 
The Vertical Tiller Drive function goes 
one step beyond. When activated, the 
truck can be moved even in the upper 
braking zone. Reducing the turning radius 
of the truck, these systems enable 
operators to easily move pallets while 
reducing goods damage cost.

The robust steel structure 
of chassis features a lifetime 
warranty. Durable steel covers 
further protect the internal 
components.

The robust X10® Handle features 
a vacuum die-cast aluminium alloy 
design for exceptional strength 
and durability.




